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AcTivITy:



ObJecTIveS

● Discuss updates on terminology in the LGBTQ Community.
● Review the types of relationships and family dynamics.
● Provide best practices that could be applied in the workspace.
● Discuss what can be taken in consideration during visits with families.



GenDEr aNd SexUaLItY



RemINdeR!

● Fluid and fluctuates with time 
● It’s impossible to know one’s gender or sexual identity just by looking
● Assumptions can lead to people feeling invalidated or invisibilized 

Don’t assume or assign!
 



BuIlDinG bLocKs

● Cis-gender: Someone who fully identifies with the gender they were assigned at 
birth

● Trans/non-binary: Someone who does not completely identify with the gender 
assigned to them at birth 



LgBtQIa+
Lesbian: same-sex/gender attraction as a woman

Gay: same-sex/gender attraction as a man

Bisexual: attracted to two sexes/genders (yours and another)

Trans: Someone who does not completely identify with the gender assigned to them at birth 

Queer: someone who embodies a non-normative gender/sexuality (umbrella term)

Intersex: someone born with genitalia that does not neatly fall within the male/female sex 
binary

Asexual (Ace): someone who experiences little to no sexual/romantic attraction to others 
(umbrella term)



TerMInoLOgY coNt.

Two-Spirit: an umbrella term for some indigenous 
communities in the English speaking americas to 
capture gender, sexual, spiritual variance. Each 
indigenous community has its own queer history 
and its own words of describing themselves. 

Drag queen/drag king: artists, performers, 
ambassadors of self-expression, advocates of equity 
who use camp to flip gender on its head. Since our first appearance in San Francisco on Easter Sunday, 

1979, the Sisters have devoted ourselves to community service, 
ministry and outreach to those on the edges, and to promoting 
human rights, respect for diversity and spiritual enlightenment.



TerMInoLOgY coNt.

Straight: aka heterosexual, attraction to the 
opposite gender/sex

Ally:  an action based identity that can only 
be assigned to you by those in the community

Advocate: a word you can use to describe 
yourself. Also action based



AcTivITy:

What identities did you learn about today? Which identities align 
with who you are?



ProNOunS

What are the most commonly used pronouns?
she/her, he/him & they/them

How to know what pronouns someone uses? Lead 
by example: 

My name is Alex. My pronouns are they/them.
This is John, he/him.

Misgendering: referring to someone by an incorrect 
identifier or pronoun. 



GenDEr NeUtRal LAnGuAge

Using gendered language reinforces gender stereotypes and contributes to fixed gender 
expectations. 

Gender neutral language as a baseline, then adjusting to the language the person uses for 
themself.

Goal: Create an environment where everyone has the space to be authentically themselves



In PraCtICe

Mother: birthing person, parent
Father: Partner, non-gestational partner 
Husband/Wife: Spouse, partner
Brother/Sister: Sibling 
Breast: Chest
Breastfeeding: Chestfeeding



DeAdNamINg

Deadname: name a person was given at birth, but no longer uses. aka government/legal name

Why is it harmful? 

“As a result of showing an ID with a name or gender that did not match their gender
presentation, 25% of people were verbally harassed, 16% were denied services or
benefits, 9% were asked to leave a location or establishment, and 2% were assaulted or
attacked” (United States Transgender Survey 2015).



TraUMa InForMEd CarE

Intersectionality: Kimberle Crenshaw (1989) “framework for understanding how a person's various social and 
political identities combine to create different modes of discrimination and privilege”

How does this apply to queer people in a the hospital setting?

“…respondents who said they were physically assaulted at school due to gender identity/expression were 
twice as likely to have done sex work and other work in the underground economy and were 50% more likely 
to be incarcerated as adults” (USTS).



TIc ConT.

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs):

“ 83% of LGBQ adults experienced at least one ACE 
compared to 64% of straight adults. More than half, 52%, of 
LGBQ adults reported three or more ACEs compared to 26% 
of straight adults. LGBQ people experienced higher rates of 
each of the eight defined types of ACEs, but researchers 
found that the disparities were largest for sexual abuse, 
household mental illness and emotional abuse” (Vanderbilt 
University, 2022).



Just because someone is pregnant does not mean they are straight. It doesn't mean they are 
cis and it doesn't mean they are monogamous. It doesn’t mean that it was consensual. 



CopINg WitH tRaUma

Coping mechanisms: using substances, self-harm, engaging in risky behavior, “numbing out”

Community care: turn to a mutual aide/grassroots community support model to cope with legislative restrictions 
and violence targeting the queer community, estrangement from family of origin, fear/distrust of institutions etc.

How might someone cope with trauma and why is this relevant to you as a hospital liaison?



Gender affirming care is preventative care. 

Gender affirming care is trauma informed care.



GenDEr DySpHorIa

What is gender dysphoria?
   

- “Gender Dysphoria” is a term that replaced “Gender Identity Disorder'' in the DSM-V (2013) and is described as 
feelings of distress experienced when one's assigned gender at birth and gender identity are different. Feelings 
of dysphoria can vary in intensity, by each individual and are not experienced by all queer/trans people.

- Dysphoria is often an outside - in experience. The way people see us, treat us, talk about us in misgendered ways 
is often what leads to the discomfort.



GenDEr eUpHorIa

What is gender euphoria? 
 

- The sense of authentic joy, affirmation and “rightness” in how one feels in their gender 
identity/expression. 

- Gender affirming practices (changing name, gender expression, surgeries, HRT etc.)

Goal: Create an environment that allows gender euphoria to thrive!



TyPes OF reLAtiONsHipS

Knowledge, consent & communication are the foundation of all healthy relationships.

Monogamy: having an exclusive relationship with one person at a time

Non-Monogamy 
Open: a dynamic where one or both people in a relationship pursue sex or other attachments 
with other people
Polyamorous:  love, date, have sex with multiple partners
Polygamy: usually referred to in terms of marriage, where one has more than one spouse at 
a time



FamILy DyNamICs

Relationship hierarchies: the power dynamics and roles at play within relationships. Both in 
monogamous and non-monogamous as well as in platonic and family relationships. 

When you walk into a room, who is there? Who is stepping up and who is stepping back?



DisCUsSiOn

Have you encountered a “non-traditional” family unit? How does this translate to 
a hospital setting? Did you feel prepared to navigate these types of intakes?



How TO asK quEStiONs
Toxic curiosity:  curiosity that comes at the expense of or the lack of consideration for the other 
person (for your own benefit)

Prefacing why you need the information before asking the question can help create a trusting 
environment. If you don’t know why you are asking the question, do some research!

Body language. Check your face/tone. Retraction and other body cues. Always checking in with 
yourself. 



OtHer COnSidERatIoNs

Are there any tools you feel you need that will make you more confident to better 
assist queer families with assessments?

Is the program queer friendly (enough)?

Are there other referrals that can be made out? 

How can the paperwork/language be shifted to reflect the information you 
learned today?



CloSInG-oUt

How is this information sitting with you? 



ResOuRcES



MmHn ResOuRcES



MmHn ResOuRcES



ConTAcT me

alex@maternalmentalhealthnow.org

or

The Cuir Birthworker
thecuirbirthworker@gmail.com

mailto:Alex@maternalmentalhealthnow.org
https://www.thecuirbirthworker.com/

